
Panaya Test Dynamix

Accelerate and standardize packaged application testing

 › Managers 
Real-time alerts for testing and defects, 
preventing bottlenecks

 › Business users 
Automated documentation of test 
evidence and defects

 › Functional analysts 
Automation of repetitive testing activities

 › Professional testers 
Seamlessly improves business 
knowledge capture 

 › Defect manager 
Easier defect reproduction while 
reducing back and forth with testers

With Panaya Test Dynamix, accelerate and standardize packaged 
application testing to drive more innovation while reducing testing 
efforts by 30-50%, without compromising on scope or quality.

Accelerate testing processes for all stakeholders

Standardize testing processes for overall increased software quality: 

 › Technical IT and business users adopt the same testing methodology

 › Test managers gain real-time visibility over all test cycles, including large scale UAT.

Built-in 
Collaboration Tools

Streamline testing cycles 
with proactive notifications 
and communication. 
Eliminate idle times, 
relieve workload 
bottlenecks and ensure 
optimal workflows.

SaaS

No software or hardware 
installation, seamless 
integration, frequent and 
painless upgrades as well 
as monitoring of on-
premise automation tools. 

Automation Integrations

Complete integration of

Panaya Test Dynamix with

test automation tools such

as Tricentis Tosca, HP-UFT,

Worksoft and more.



Define requirements and related 
test plans for requested application 
change. Monitor their progress, 
ensuring full traceability of all changes.

Requirements 

Traceability

Key Features

By automatically capturing screens 

and linking them to the test steps, we 

probably save 50% of our test time per 

test. As a result of the time savings, 

we’ve been able to work on projects that 

we wouldn’t be able to otherwise.”

Campbell Kay
IT Manager, FFDB

Tests reflect end-
to-end business 
process sequence, 
making planning and 
onboarding fast and 
intuitive for application 
testing.

Intuitive Test 

Planning



Facilitate the collaboration 
between your cross-functional and 
globally dispersed stakeholders 
(business and IT) to speed up test 
execution and eliminate idle time.

Collaborative Test 

Execution

Panaya's system-wide defect 

tracking is so smooth, we use it 

to communicate with developers, 

testers, users and even external 

applications partners.”

RJ Caswell
Director, Business Applications

Save time by automatically capturing 
every test execution. Documentation 
can serve as audit-ready test evidence 
or as user guides. This will also reduce 
the back and forth between developers 
and testers in defect resolution.

Compliance ready: documentation is 
audit-ready, ensuring compliance with all 
internal and external quality standards.

Test Evidence Automation



Full test visibility and tracking with 
intuitive dashboards and reports, 
reflecting the progress at the test 
and business process level.

Real-Time  

Test Monitoring

Automated monitoring and proactive 
notifications ensure quicker and 
more efficient resolution for greater 
quality assurance. Avoid defect 
inflation with automatic detection of 
system wide defects.

Smart Defect 

Management

We would not have been able to 

do the testing that we did if we 

hadn't had the automation and the 

acceleration potential that Panaya 

brought to the table.”

Maximilian Mayrhofer
Global Program Manager



Panaya, an Infosys company, enables organizations to accelerate application change and continuously deliver 
innovation with its Enterprise Agile Delivery Platform. Panaya provides cloud based application delivery, and test 
automation and management solutions that ensure collaboration between Business and IT. Enabling enterprise 

agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end to end visibility of the 
application lifecycle. Since 2008, 1,600 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using Panaya to deliver quick 
quality change to enterprise applications. www.panaya.com

Enables zero-touch test case creation and maintenance eliminating the pains associated with 

business knowledge capture and the process of creating and maintaining manually engineered 

scripts. Omega, the machine learning engine behind Autonomous TestingSM automatically 

creates real-life test cases based on Business User activities captured in production. 

Panaya Autonomous TestingSM for SAP 

Traditional

Map user 
activities

Identify key 
users

Interview 
key users

Standardize 
documentation

Specify
automatic 
test cases

Build test 
cases

Zero Touch - Autonomous Testing

Deploy
converters

Fine tune
test cases

Real Life 
Test Cases

Engineered
Test Cases

Experience Stress-Free Testing »

With Panaya Test Dynamix, accelerate and standardize packaged application testing 

without compromising on scope or quality. By encompassing the needs of all 
stakeholders and integrating standardized testing processes for both technical IT and 

Business users, Panaya reduces overall testing efforts by 30-50%.


